
Girls with dreams
become

women with vision

In the Meadow of Fantasies
Haft asb, haft rang
هفت اسب، هفت رنگ

Caroline's comets 

Maya Lin : artist-architect 
of light and lines 

Drum dream girl : how one 
girl's courage changed music

Often, we admire and revere our national monuments 
without giving much thought to those who thought of, 
designed, and created them. This is the story of the 
Maya Lin, the artist-architect of the Vietnam War 
Memorial and its story.
Also as an ebook

A girl with a passion for drumming dreams of playing 
music in this upbeat story based on the life of Cuban 
musician Millo Castro Zaldarriaga. Told repeatedly 
that girls cannot be drummers, she refuses to give 
up, practicing in secret and delighting in every bit of 
music around her. An open minded music teacher 
results in lessons and, eventually, the opportunity to 
perform in public. Vibrant, warm, and hopeful, this 
expressive story shows the power of perseverance 
and the importance of following your dreams.
Also as an ebook

"What do I see when I look at me?"  this book looks at history 
and admits that history is hard, but also offers a different, 
empowering point of view- the narrator is a reflection of the 
powerful women that have come before her, of the intelligence, 
resilience, and resourcefulness that have been passed down 
through the generations. Her history is a source of pride, a 
reason to sit up straight and recognize everything beautiful and
powerful in herself.

What really matters is what we see when we look in the mirror, 
and what we want to become.

A long long time ago, (over 250 years ago!) Caroline 
Herschel lived. She was unmarried and had to work 
for a living, so she worked for and then with her 
brother, sharing a love and a dream of finding new 
stars and things in the night skies.  Caroline would 
be the first woman to discover a comet and the first 
woman to be paid as a scientist.

A young girl with a physical disability gazes up 
at a mobile of spinning horses from her bed and 
brings you into a magical fantastical tale that is 
not quite  folktale, not quite poem, and not 
quite dream, but a beautiful mix of the three.
Also available in Farsi.
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